Identity Management at a fixed price

Far less risk for your IAM project than ever before: Beta Systems’ “FAST FORWARD IAM” is the standardized setup and implementation of our IAM product suite at a fixed price.

Competence by the largest independent European IAM provider!

Beta Systems Software is a leading provider of IAM solutions for data-intensive industries and businesses. Our highly scalable products include proven IAM modules designed for use in complex, heterogeneous IT environments of mid-sized companies and global corporations.
→ Reduce Risk!
A standardized project with predictable results.

→ Know Your Costs!
Fixed costs for predictable budgeting.

→ Establish and Deliver On Time!
Fastest possible ‘time to implementation’ working with an established IAM Vendor.

It’s as simple as 1-2-3!

- Pick 3 target systems - we’ll connect them to the IAM system and include standard workflows that will allow business users to operate the access management meaningful and useful.
- We’ll install the base software and run an initial load of your data.
- We’ll work with your team to implement 3 standard roles and 3 standard workflows and train your staff so they can implement more!

How do you benefit from “FAST FORWARD IAM”?

We will act as your sparring partner: You are certain to benefit from our experience gained throughout numerous IAM projects implemented for companies that operate in your industry. Profit from our applicable best practices, typical solutions of common issues, and learn how to avoid these problems in the first place.

Together with you, we will implement the “FAST FORWARD IAM” solution with our best and fastest approach on identity & access management.

Find out the numbers of users included, available standard target interfaces, initial load, clean up procedures and consolidation, included workflows, role templates and much more ...

With us your IAM project is certain to succeed!

Learn more about

- What to expect when implementing a Fast Forward IAM project,
- How to best set up and execute Fast Forward IAM,
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